International Dolphin Watch (IDW)
Has an unblemished reputation as a non-profit organisation
dedicated to helping dolphins since it was founded by
Dr Horace Dobbs in 1978.

Friends of IDW
NEWSLETTER
AUGUST 2009
I N TERN ATI ON AL D OLPH I N W ATCH ( I D W )
I S A GLOBAL FAM I LY OF D OLPH I N LOVERS
HELPING DOLPHINS AND PEOPLE
In the past, members communicated via the printed journal DOLPHIN.
Now information on the many activities of IDW including: conservation, dolphin
watching, books, conferences, dolphin shop etc. is disseminated much faster and
more efficiently via electronic Newsletters that can be downloaded with the click of a
mouse.
Please feel free to pass this Newsletter on to others. If they would like to be notified
when a new Newsletter is issued, plus information on its contents, contact: Kris email
mailto:idw@talk21.comm
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NEWS/CONSERVATION
Free Lolita
I ordered a CD from The Dolphin Shop recently called "Dolphin Dreamtime". I love the CD,
especially after swimming with wild dolphins in Bimini and visiting orcas of the San Juan Islands
in June this year. One of the orca pod members of the San Juans is at the Miami Aquarium, where
she's been for over thirty years. Her name is Lolita. They just put out a film about her situation. I
have attached the film link and the petition site to try and get her out of there. Her tank is way
too small and she is working each day to entertain tourists just so she can eat. The owner of the
aquarium refuses to let anyone take her home because she is a high revenue item for them. The
reason I am forwarding this to IDW is because I believe in the power of positive thinking and
decided it would be worthwhile to let a great organization like yours know about this, if you don't
already, and ask you to disseminate this information as widely as possible. Her story and link is
below, along with the link to the petition site.
Called the film that the marine park industry does not
want you to see, Lolita: Slave to Entertainment" is the
story of Lolita's capture from the San Juan Islands and
her imprisonment at the Miami Seaquarium. Lolita is a
whale who is 47 or 48 years old and was brutally
captured from her family when she was six. And now is
living in an illegal tank that is not is not big enough for
one killer whale.

She has not seen a another killer whale in
over 20 years and the last killer whale she saw
was her tank mate Hugo, he killed himself. So
Free Lolita!!!!!!
http://www.examiner.com/x- 15967- PugetSound- Marine- Life- Examiner~y2009m7d27- AnOrca- named- Lolita--Slave- to- Entertainment

Here is the link to the petition to Free Lolita which will go to President Obama:
http://animalrights.change.org/actions/view/free_lolita_the_killer_whale.

Thank you for sharing this with as many Dolphin and Orca lovers and advocates as you can. It is
very hard for me to understand people who are capable of harming our gorgeous cetaceans.
Gratefully yours
Jennifer Parks
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Saving Luna
A moving story that raises important issues about how we
should relate to wild animals."
Dear Friends of SAVING LUNA,
We've had lots of mail and calls asking about what's happening with SAVING LUNA. The short
answer is that things are going well and Luna is still winning hearts around the world. For a longer
answer, here's an update.
We had a busy spring, attending film festivals from Connecticut to North Carolina to the idyllic
Canary Islands. SAVING LUNA has won its 21st prize, the Audience Award at the International
Environmental and Nature Film Festival of the Canary Islands. We're always happy to receive
awards, because we think it honours Luna's extraordinary life, but to us, audience awards are
always special. We continue to believe that the reason the film is so popular among audiences
around the world is not because of our camera skills, but because of our compelling protagonist Luna.
SAVING LUNA is screening on six continents this summer! In June, we screened in Ireland at the
Guth Gafa International Documentary Film Festival and in Savannah, GA, at the BLUE Ocean
Film Festival, where we've were nominated for Best Theatrical Film. In early July, we screened at
the Minding Animals conference in Newcastle, Australia. Later we'll screen at the Durban
International Film Festival in South Africa, and the New Zealand Mountain Film Festival in
Wanaka, NZ. In August we've got Asian screenings in Toyama, Japan at the Japan Wildlife Film
Festival, and in Sichuan, China at the China Animal and Nature Film Festival. In September you
can catch the film in Portugal. Later it will screen in Mexico and Ecuador as part of Wildscreen's
"Best of the Festival" tour.
Check out the Screenings section on http://www.mountainsidefilms.com/savingluna/ for more
details. And please tell us if you know of any Antarctic venues where LUNA could screen - the
seventh continent for Luna would be very cool indeed.
Suzanne Chisholm, Michael Parfit, and David Parfit
Mountainside Films Ltd., Sidney, BC, Canada
Email: mailto://savingluna@gmail.com

H e lp Sa ve Ja pa n s D olph in s - The Cove
If you haven't already heard about this film on Japan's dolphin slaughter, view
the trailer on http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4KRD8e20fBo
In The Cove, a team of activists and filmmakers infiltrate a heavily-guarded cove in Taiji, Japan. In
this remote village they witness and document activities deliberately being hidden from the public:
More than 20,000 dolphins and porpoises are being slaughtered each year and their meat, containing
toxic levels of mercury, is being sold as food in Japan, often being labelled as whale meat. To really
make an impact on this issue, we must get the word out in Japan and urge action from our own
leaders. We believe that once the world and the Japanese people know, they will demand change.
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Help us save Japan's dolphins. Click this link for further information and to demand action from our
leaders http://www.thepetitionsite.com/takeaction/724210624

Farmers Attack Dolphins in Brazil

Reports of
Mermaids
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Superpod of dolphins spotted off Land's End
http://www.thisiscornwall.co.uk/
Thursday, August 20, 2009, 09:42

A 'SUPERPOD' of Common Dolphins has been spotted near Land's End by a team of marine
wildlife observers.
The huge aggregation of at least 130 animals was first seen on Saturday, August 15, and the
following day between 200 and 300 animals were recorded with possibly twice the number present
in the area.
Other species have also been involved in the feeding frenzy, with a pod of at least 30 Bottlenose
Dolphins seen on Friday, August 14, and daily sightings of up to six Harbour Porpoises.
The observations were made from Gwennap Head as part of the SeaWatch SW project. SeaWatch
SW co-ordinator Russell Wynn says the project, now in its third year, involves dawn-to-dusk
monitoring of seabirds and other marine wildlife from 15 July to 15 October.
He said: "These huge superpods of Common Dolphins are a magnificent wildlife spectacle, with
tens of animals often seen simultaneously leaping clear of the surface.
"Normally we only see these superpods far offshore, but this group has been passing within a few
hundred metres of our watch point."
The project website lists daily sightings from the Gwennap
Head watchpoint, and can be found at:
http://www.seawatch-sw.org .

Holiday Cottage in Cornwall
For one of the best sea view cottages to rent in
Cornwall visit: http://www.seavue.co.uk/

IDW members get a 15% discount for
bookings made in 2009
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BOOK LAUNCHES
Dolphins' Dance
in the ocean of love
By Marlis Bühler

This is about love
unconditional love
to everybody
and everything
inspired by the energy
of the dolphins
these unconditional beings.
Marlis Bühler, born in Switzerland, Lucerne in 1972, grew up in Reussbuhl and was an elementary
school teacher for ten years. Today she accompanies and vitalizes people of all ages in personally
challenging times with kinesiology, massage and sound therapy in her practice in Lucerne. She
worked as a volunteer for ORES, a whale research organisation. From her vantage point on the
research boat, she was able to experience a variety of whale species first hand. The author has
devoted more of her time to dolphins in recent years.
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With this book I invite you into the world of the dolphins. Immerse yourself in the ocean of love.
Listen to the poems and the stories. Be touched and caressed. And go playful through life, like the
dolphins have shown me many times. Put your focus on ease, joy and love. The poems came to
me, after several swims with free living dolphins. I was inspired and I just wrote what I heard.
The encounters with the dolphins are images stored in my brain. These images were bringing the
words. It felt like the images are talking to me and my hand is just writing what I did hear.
Messages, words, poems, which I just received in different languages. These are connecting me
with friends all over the world who I met on the dolphin journeys. This book is a great friendship
book. Without all the friends who have supported me it would not exist.
I would like to mention Ray Martina, the Dream-Kikker, as I affectionately call him. He is for me a
heart-teacher, a great coach, a passionate motivator and a humorous spiritual master. He motivated
me in his seminar Omega Health Coach to believe in my dreams, to follow them and to create
them with devotion. Thank you from the bottom of my heart, dear Roy!
Another man I would like to mention, is Ashley B
Saunders, a philosopher and artist from Bimini,
Bahamas. His life changed completely after the
first encounter with wild dolphins. He was
inspired to build his Dolphin House, which he
established 14 years ago. It is a poem in stone
and the energy of the dolphins everywhere
present. Ashley told me how the swimming with
wild dolphins fundamentally changed his life.
Due to the dolphins he entered into a new
awareness, he has been transformed. He and his
house inspired me to write more poems. Thank
you dear Ashley.
Ashley Saunders with Marlis Bühler
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Marlis and the musician Jas Marlin created songs to the poems from the dolphin
book. They were recorded in February 2009 in Hawaii. Join in with
the enchanting melodies and lyrics inspired by the dolphins.

To order the book:
ISBN-13: 978-3-9523415-1-3
£21 ($35) + postage and packing
Verlag Ismero
Administration and distribution
c/o Isenegger AG
Bahnhofstrasse 130
CH-4313 Möhlin
Tel. +4161 855 38 38, Fax 061 855 38 80
Email: mailto://admin@ismero.ch

To order the CD of Songs or for further information:
Go to http://www.bhaktitribe.com on Dolphin Spirit Songs. There you can buy the songs online.
Or Email mailto://jas@bhaktitribe.net
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Picture of Ashley Saunders at the Dolphin
House with Dr. Horace Dobbs taken during a
charity programme Operation Sunshine
Family Therapy Programmes
http://www.operationsunshine.org/

A CD of Poems by Ashley Saunders

For further information about The Dolphin House, copies of the CDs bookings and reservations
contact Ashley Saunders, Alice Town, Bimini, Bahamas. Phone 242 347 3201,
Email: mailto://ashleysaunders2@yahoo.com .
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Hattori Hachi: The revenge of praying mantis
By Jane Prowse
Published by Piccadilly Press.
An action adventure story with a 15 year
old ninja heroine called Hattie Jackson.
Hi! Hattie Jackson here.
I n e v e r t ho u g h t I d d o a n y t h in g
wo r t h wr i t i n g a b o u t, l e t al o n e
h a v i n g my o wn we b s i t e p e o pl e mi g h t
r e a d . Bu t wh a t a y ea r i t s b ee n M y
mu m we n t mi s s i n g ,my d a d h a d a
me l t d o wn a n d I d i s co v e r e d I wa s t h e
l a s t i n l i ne t o a Ni nj u t s u le g ac y
n e a r l y a th o u s a n d y e a r s o l d ! I l e a r nt
s k i ll s I nev e r wo u l d h a v e t h ou g h t I
c o u l d ma s t e r a n d I me t s o me a ma z i n g
n e w f r i e nd s a s we l l a s s o me t r u ly
t e r r if yi n g e n e mi e s .

Message from the Author
People always ask where ideas come from. Hattie came
to me several years ago, when I was working as a writer
and director in television. I read all about Ninjutsu and
learned that these skills were really the start of James
Bond and all the other action adventure heroes.
What I love about Ninjutsu is that it s not magic or
something you have to be born with. People become
great Ninjutsu warriors by hard work, training, mental
discipline, and really smart thinking.
Wouldn't it be great if a fifteen year old girl got to do all these kick-ass things and was brighter than
the mean villains trying to destroy her?
Well, along came Hattie and her family and her story just unfolded from all the wonderful skills I
wanted to write about.

Hattori s link with dolphins
I was in Bimini in 2001, having read about Rebecca Fitzgerald's amazing trips on the International
Dolphin Watch web site. I was researching dolphins for a film I want to write about a mother and
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her Down Syndrome son. I decided to take the plunge and go to Bimini to meet Horace Dobbs and
Rebecca and research dolphins all in one go. There was another guest on the trip who gave psychic
readings. I was very sceptical and resisted the whole idea. But Rebecca sent me off to have one
done, so we sat under a tree with the beautiful Bimini sea in the background and he started to assess
my aura. I'd just split up from a relationship after 23 years so was feeling very jangled. He looked
at me long and hard and said go home and find a yoga class, then write a book. There's a huge pot
of gold at the end of your rainbow if you do that... I came home and looked in the local free paper
and found a yoga teacher nearby. Bev Bonner - an amazing woman who had just trained as a yoga
teacher and I was one of her first clients. I still do her classes now, 8 years on - usually just four or
five of us quietly stretching and getting centred on a thursday evening. I completely forgot about
the book and carried on my TV career in the world of crime drama and other mainstream
programmes. Last summer at yoga I got chatting to a fellow class mate - Brenda Gardner - who is
MD of Piccadilly Press. I suggested we got together so she could tell me what kind of books she
published. I knew she was a children's publisher and I'm always looking for good stories to adapt
for television. When I went along to her office and asked if she had any action adventure stories,
she said there was a real shortage of those kind of writers - and particularly of stories with girls as
the heroine. She asked if I had any ideas and before I even stopped to think I was pitching her one
of my unmade TV ideas - "Hattori Hachi: The Revenge of Praying Mantis"! She loved it and told
me to go away and write 3 chapters and if she liked it she'd commission it. So I did and she did!
It's only now that I realise the dolphins brought me to the aura reading that led me to Bev's yoga
class (the only ad she had EVER put into a paper, by the way!) and to Brenda. And now I've
written that book I was instructed to write 8 years ago and I'm wondering how I managed to forget
about it all this time! I loved writing it and Brenda has already commissioned the sequel. She
wants a trilogy - and then I want to write my dolphin story that I was researching in the first place only now as a book not as a film. I feel I owe it to the dolphins who have drawn me to Bimini so
many times, to some of my best friends. Thanks dolphins, thanks Rebecca Fitzgerald, thanks Bev,
Brenda - and most of all, thank you Horace!
Read about the book and about Jane Prowse at:
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http://www.hattorihachi.com/

Autumn Roadshow

Welcome to the

GREAT
DOLPHIN BOOMERANG
ROADSHOW

An entertaining film show and talk to inspire the
young and not-so-young to face the future with
optimism
Presented by
Dr Horace Dobbs
and
Jane Prowse
DR HORACE DOBBS
medical research scientist and Founder of
International Dolphin Watch http://www.idw.org/
tells how redundancy set him free to change his lifestyle. And how helping those
with problems such as anorexia led him to explore the Australian Aboriginal
Dreamtime, make films and write books that have been translated into many
languages.
JANE PROWSE tells how she turned from science to art and became a highly
successful writer and director of TV dramas - working closely with Lynda la
Plante and others. And how a change in her life and encounters with dolphins
led her to explore new ideas for plays and write her first book.
www.hattorihachi.com
Dates and venue coming soon.
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EDUCATION
EDUCATION is one of the major activities of
Friends of IDW

DILO BOOKS FOR SCHOOLS AND LIBRARIES WORLDWIDE

*A SPECIAL 25% DISCOUNT*
To browse the online shop click below:
http://www.idw.org/html/dolphin_shop.html
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These and a hard copy of the latest Dilo Book Dilo and the Isle of the Gods (serialised below)
can be ordered through http://www.dolphinfriend.com/html/dolphin_shop.html
The Dilo books are written in an easy-to read style for children age 7-11. Reviews indicate that
these enthralling adventure tales are also greatly enjoyed by adults who often find some surprising
facts hidden within them.
The books, size 14.5x21cm, approximately 100 plus pages in length are illustrated throughout with
black and white pen drawings in his inimitable style by highly acclaimed marine artist Rico
Oldfield.
Although the books follow a sequence, each one is a complete story in itself and can be read
separately.

Book signings
Horace loves giving talks and afterwards signing his books with special dedications. In pensive
moments he imagines them being placed alongside other books in libraries, bedrooms and in ships
saloons. Then, at some later date, perhaps months or even years later, like lively, bright eyed, bushy
tailed squirrels coming out of hibernation, they emerge to encourage readers to enjoy searching for
the nuts of fact and fiction buried amidst their pages.

http://www.dolphinfriend.com/html/dr__horace_dobbs.html
RICO

illustrator

As well as being an accomplished and talented artist, Rico has a genius for capturing the features of
sea creatures and giving them human expressions. When Horace saw Rico s cartoon strips in
DIVER magazine he knew immediately that the artist had a great knowledge and understanding of
the animals he drew with such humour. Horace was delighted when Rico agreed to illustrate the
Dilo stories. They became very good friends and have had many hilarious moments diving and
filming dolphins together.
Rico is a freelance artist. One of his passions is exploring and unravelling the history of ancient
shipwrecks. Rico lives on a narrow boat in Lancashire and is the Director of the Underwater Film
Unit DEEPTREK. www.rico@deeptrek.net
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Dilo and the Isle of the Gods Serialisation: CHAPTER 5
(Continued from previous Newsletter)

:

5. The sky at night

knew she was telling me the truth because I scanned

AS NIGHT FELL DILO SLOWED DOWN, STOPPED,

her with my magic sound. I could see lots of eggs

AND GAZED INTO THE HEAVENS.

inside her.

He waited for the stars to come out. There was no moon.

Although you told me turtles are very wise I don t think

The night air was as clear as crystal. As it got darker the

she knew that dolphins can see inside things with their

stars grew brighter. They sparkled like gems. When the sky

sonar.

turned black the stars were so bright their reflections danced

Do you often speak to yourself? came a squeaky

on the sea like fireflies.

voice from behind Dilo. The dolphin was startled. What

How wonderful the heavens are, said Dilo to himself.

was that? He couldn t see anything.

He loved nights like this. It was when he felt closest to his

Oh dear. I must be going potty. I can hear voices,

mother. He saw her outlined in stars high above him. He
talked to her as if she was there looking down on him. He

said Dilo still talking to himself.

could feel her spirit in the water all around him. He had a

Of course you re hearing voices, well one voice actually.

warm glow inside. A shooting star fell across the sky.

I m speaking to you.

I saw an ancient turtle today, he said as if his mother was

Dilo could feel an itch on his back. He realised it was a
suckerfish and tried to shake it off. But it stayed put.
What are you doing there? asked Dilo.
Going on an adventure.
Remoras don t go on adventures, said Dilo
categorically.
Yes they do if they are stuck on dolphins.
But I don t want you stuck on me. Please get off. I m
happy on my own.
Oh no you re not.

beside him. She said she was going to lay some eggs. I
Page 26

Oh yes I am.
Page 27
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Then why are you talking to your mother in the stars?

I m stuck with you, said Dilo, emphasising the word

That s different, retorted Dilo, getting irritated. Get

stuck .

off my back.

Is that meant to be a joke?

No.

Yes.

Dilo decided it was time to get rid of his passenger.

It s not a very good joke. Do you often make jokes

If you won t go of your own accord then I shall have

like that?

to get rid of you, the dolphin said firmly. I ll soon

Only to my friends.

show you who is master.

Can I be your friend?

Dilo dived steeply and headed back to the surface as

I don t want a fish for a friend - especially one with a

fast as he could. A few seconds later he was soaring out

sucker on its head. Suckerfish are just a nuisance.

of the water into the night sky. He crashed back into the

What s your name?

sea with an almighty splash.

I am not a nuisance and my name is Rema.

Well that s got rid of that nuisance, said Dilo out

That s an odd name.

loud, feeling pleased with himself.

It s short for Remora.

Oh no it hasn t, came the squeaky voice from behind.

That s not very original.

Dilo jumped again and this time did a somersault in

Well what do you expect from a fish with a sucker on

mid air. He splashed back into the water as hard as he

its head?

could. But try as he might, the remora remained firmly

Dilo hovered on the surface. Gazing into the sky he

attached.

was wondering what to do next when another shooting

You can t get rid of me, so why don t you make the

star flashed across the heavens.

best of the situation.

That s a sign, he said excitedly.

Hmmm, grunted Dilo, If I can t get rid of you I
suppose

Page 29

Page 28

A star sign? enquired Rema.
No, stupid - a sign of good fortune, the dolphin
replied sounding exasperated.
He pumped his tail up and down and shot forward.
Rema tightened her grip. They were on their way to the
Isle of the Gods together.
Page 31

CHAPTER 6 will be in the next issue of the
Friends of IDW Newsletter. An electronic copy
of the complete book can be downloaded from
http://www.lulu.com/content/2713995
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FRI EN D S N EW S
Dolphin Healing Retreats
With Patricia Schmidt

Swim with Dolphins in the Wild off Bimini Island, Bahamas
*Friends, family, fellowship, peace and serenity surrounded by nature
*Professional Development/Stress management tools for you to take home

23rd 28th May 2010
8th 12th August 2010
(5 nights and 4 days)

$1695
(25% non refundable deposit due by January 5th 2010).
All inclusive: airfare from Ft. Lauderdale, room, meals
programme includes 4 sunset trips to swim with the dolphins
Time off for self exploration of Bimini Island
(each programme is limited to 12 people so book now to avoid disappointment)
For further information:
Contact: Patricia Schmidt, CTRS/Aquatic Specialist
Phone: 919-245-3499 Email: mailto://watsuwoman@gmail.com

Note: Pat Schmidt works as a Aquatic therapist supporting special needs
families on Operation Sunshine Family Therapy Programmes registered
charity 1121315. http://www.operationsunshine.org and with Dimensions
http://www.dimensionstherapy.com/
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Dimensions
Achievements in Therapy
http://www.dimensionstherapy.com/

Award Winning Practice Serving South Florida Since 1983
State Licensed Therapists Specializing in Pediatrics
Dimensions is Dedicated to Empowering Your
Child, Your Family and Our Community
Through Innovative Treatments and Dynamic
Collaboration.
Dimensions Achievements in Therapy offers comprehensive diagnostic and treatment, in innovative
environments, for those individuals with communication challenges, oral-motor dysfunction and
feeding disorders.
Our professional staff has extensive clinical training in the areas of developmental disabilities,
spectrum disorders, sensory-motor dysfunction, neuro-motor impairments and dysphagia in babies,
children and adults.

We provide our campers with a distinctive format that is designed to:
Challenge, Motivate and Promote Creativity
Enhance Socialization and Language
Population Served
Pragmatic Skills
Encourage Cognitive Skill
Autism Spectrum Disorder
Development
Pervasive Developmental Disorder
Improve Motor and Perceptual Skill
Cerebral Palsy
Development
ADD/ ADHD
Promote Self- Esteem
Learning Disabled
Down Syndrome
All children engage in:
Developmental Delay
Horse Assisted Activities
Speech/ Language Delay
Aquatic ActivitiesArts and Crafts
Neurological Impairments
Cooking Experiences
Sensory Integration Dysfunction
Siblings and Friends of Children with
Music Therapy
Special Needs
Interactive Sports
Supervised Exploration
Yoga/ Pilates
Weekly Field Trips
For further information contact: Aventura Office, 20704 West Dixie Highway, Aventura, Florida
33180. Main Office: Fax: 305.933.8991
Email: mailto://robin.bersson@dimensionstherapy.com
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We Are One

By Jennifer Black - AUSTRALIA
WE ARE ALL ONE BUT DIFFERENT
DIFFERENT BUT ALL THE SAME
CREATED BY THE ONE LIGHT
WE ARE EACH GIVEN A NAME
SOME OF US ARE INSECTS
SOME ARE ANIMALS TOO
SOME OF US ARE PEOPLE
JUST LIKE ME AND YOU
WE ALL SHARE THE SAME MOON
WE ALSO HAVE ONE SUN
WE ALL LIVE ON PLANET EARTH
THE AIR WE BREATHE IS ONE
SOME OF US LIVE WHERE IT IS COLD
SOME OF US LIVE WHERE IT IS HOT
SOME OF US LIVE IN THE DEEP BLUE SEA
SOME OF US LIVE IN ONE SPOT
SO ONE THING TO REMEMBER IS......
WE ARE ALL ONE BUT DIFFERENT
DIFFERENT BUT THE SAME
CREATED BY THE ONE LIGHT
WE ARE EACH GIVEN A NAME
SOME OF US ARE FLUFFY
SOME OF US ARE TALL
SOME OF US HAVE FEATHERS
SOME OF US ARE SMALL
WE ALL HAVE DIFFERENT FEELINGS
WE ALL MAKE DIFFERENT SOUNDS
WE ALL SEE THINGS INDIVIDUALLY
LIKE WHAT MAKE THE WORLD GO AROUND
THE LIGHT THAT SHINES WITHIN OUR HEART
IS THE LOVE THAT MAKES US CARE
CREATING A WORLD THAT IS FULL OF MIRACLES
IN A UNIVERSE THAT WE SHARE
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SO ONE THING TO REMEMBER IS....
WE ARE ALL ONE BUT DIFFERENT
DIFFERENT BUT THE SAME
CREATED BY THE ONE LIGHT
WE ARE EACH GIVEN A NAME
WALK LIGHTLY ON THIS SACRED LAND
BLESS EVERYTHING YOU SEE
THE LIGHT OF LOVE GLOWS EVERYWHERE
IN EVERY ROCK, EVERY BEING, EVERY TREE
Thank you Jennifer for these beautiful sentiments.
check out her website
http://www.weareone.net.au

her illustrations are magnificent
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NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
THIS IS YOUR NEWSLETTER - PLEASE KEEP YOUR STORIES COMING
WE ARE CREATING A GLOBAL NETWORK OF DOLPHIN LOVERS
THAT CARE ABOUT OTHERS AND THE EARTH WE SHARE.
Email your news and comments on articles in our newsletters to me at
mailto:jackieconnell@btinternet.com.
The Friends of IDW Newsletter is FREE but if you would like to support the work of IDW to
help dolphins and people, you can still make a donation or adopt a dolphin through the Dolphin
Shop http://www.dolphinfriend.com/html/dolphin_shop.html.
Friends of IDW can advertise on http://www.dolphinfriend.com. Email our Webmaster Terry
Connell on mailto:terry.connell1@btinternet.com
International Dolphin Watch has always striven to encourage youngsters to take part in dolphin
activities. I hope therefore, that you will enrol as many children as you can to become DOLPHIN
FRIENDS and encourage them to contribute to future Newsletters.

Jackie Connell
EDITOR
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